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ABSTRACT
According to the Efficient Market Hypothesis developed by Eugene Fama, it is unlikely to predict
price movements in the markets. However, deviation from the mean of stock returns is observed and
patterns appeared during certain periods, so-called
so called anomalies. In this perspective, this research
endeavors to figure out the existence of January Effect in 10 countries in the regi
regions of the Middle
East (Egypt, Israel, Amman, Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain, Morocco, Oman, Saudi Arabia and Turkey) by
employing Power Ratio methodology. Although the results obtained within the range of the analyzed
period differ from each other, only the outcomes
outcomes of Turkey and Israel demonstrates the absence of
January Effect. In other words, the predictable pattern or price movement emerged except that the two
countries are in the Middle East.

January Effect, Power Ratio,
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INTRODUCTION
Behavioural finance is concerned with the extent of the effect
of human behaviour on the stock prices. The emergence of
behavioural finance is mainly due to the point that hypotheses
such as Efficient-Market
Market Hypothesis about which investors are
not always rational are not valid (Ege, Topaloğlu, & Coşkun,
2012).. The prediction of prices in the market is impossible
based on the assumption that it is based on the efficient market
hypothesis. Researchers called these results meaning deviation
deviat
from the normal that contradicts the Efficient Market
Hypothesis anomaly by examining the factors that influence the
prices of financial assets (Barak, 2006). While anomaly is
defined as extraordinary behaviour, it is explained by every
finding that contradicts
ntradicts the Efficient Market Hypothesis. Here,
the extraordinary situation refers to the concept that the
investors provide excessive (above normal) returns in the
capital markets (Ege, Topaloğlu, & Coşkun, 2012).
2012) The
Efficient-Market
Market Hypothesis was put forward by Eugene Fama
in 1970. Fama divided the markets into 3 groups according to
their efficiencies by Efficient Market Hypothesis together with
Random Walk Model price changes. These have been
categorized as Weak Efficiency, Semi-strong
strong Form and Strong
Form respectively. (Konak & Kendirli, 2014).
2014)
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Research on behavioural characteristics on stock returns was
conducted in order to theoretically and empirically test the
Efficient Market Hypothesis put forward by Eugene Fama in
1970. As a result of the conducted research, anomalies
(deviations from the mean) were observed in stock returns at
certain time intervals. Different anomaly models were
developed in order to explain these deviations in the Efficient
Market Hypothesis. These anomalies occurred in the stock
market are categorized in the internation
international literature in 2 ways
as seasonal and value (non--seasonal) anomalies (Sönmez,
2010).. Seasonal anomalies are categorized into three as day
day-ofthe-month, beginning-of-the-month,
month, and month
month-of-the-year
anomalies. The main aim of the research, in terms of days,
conducted on the day effect, day
day-of-the-week and the Friday
13th effect is to explain whether the stocks in the stock
exchange generate higher or lower returns on certain day or
days compared to the other days with anomalies (Barak, 2006).
The main aim of the research, in terms of holidays, is to explain
whether the stock returns show any extraordinary behaviour
due to the religious or official holidays when the stock
exchange is closed (Barak, 2006). In terms of months, January
Effect, Turn-of-Year
Year Effect and Month Effect, the aim is to
explain whether the stocks in the stock exchange generate
higher or lower returns on certain month of the year compared
to the other months with anomalies and it has been identified
that winterr months generally generate higher returns compared
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to the summer months (Barak, 2006). January anomaly is the
most significant among the month-of-the-year anomalies. The
stocks provide higher returns in January than in other months.
The main reasons of this is that the risk is higher in January
compared to the other months and investors can obtain more
returns. Investors sell their stocks in December in order to
reduce the tax base and they buy the stocks again in lower
prices and obtain high returns (Ege, Topaloğlu, & Coşkun,
2012). In this study, the effect of January effect, as one of the
seasonal anomalies in general, in the Middle Eastern countries
was researched. Having a look at the literature, the lack of
studies of January anomaly in the Middle Eastern countries is
encountered as a deficiency. The January anomaly has been
researched in the Middle Eastern countries in order to
overcome this deficiency.

identified. As a result of the formed portfolios according to the
index returns and the analysed periods, the presence of January
effect was reported and it was stated that this case depends on
the size of the firm. (ÖzerandÖzcan, 2002) carried out a
research by using the monthly closing prices and monthly
returns as well as 15786 observation data of the firms in ISE in
order to research the January effect between 1988 – 1997 in
ISE and suggested that the January effect is present in ISE but
this effect is not continuous and is independent from the
January returns (Erdoğan and Elmas, 2010) Individual
investors carried out a survey of 410 people in Istanbul,
Ankara, Izmir, Bursa, Antalya and Erzurum provinces to obtain
the opinions on anomalies. As a result of the research, it has
been stated that investors believe that high returns are
generated in January, unlike the Efficient Market Hypothesis,
despite the different applied techniques.

Literature Review
Different studies in both national and international field are
available in the financial literature on abnormal returns. The
first study on January anomalies was performed by Wachtel
(1942) as a research in the capital market in the USA and the
presence of January anomaly was put forward by identifying
that the return of stocks in January was higher than the monthly
mean returns of stocks in other months by calculating the
monthly mean returns of stocks. Rozeffand Kinney (1976)
were the first academics putting forward the January effect by
observing the effect of seasonal returns in the New York stock
exchange between 1904- 1974. As a result of the study, it has
been identified that the January returns except the period
between 1929-1940 brought higher returns compared to the
other months, statistically significant differences were observed
in January compared to the other months, and the average
return of the stocks in January was 3,48% while the average
return of the other 11 months was 0,42%.

Having a look at the studies performed on country stock
exchanges, findings which supported the anomaly were
observed. In the research conducted by Gültekinve Gültekin
(1983) on the stock exchanges of 17 different countries on
January anomaly, the January anomaly has been identified in
12 of the countries (Germany, Australia, Belgium, Denmark,
the Netherlands, England, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Japan,
Canada and Norway) and it has been observed that this
anomaly is partially due to the tax effect and found to have a
relationship with firm size. Consequently, it has been observed
that September and October are the months which cause a
negative return for all the countries except Australia and
January is the month which brings a positive return in all
countries. Alrabadi and Al – Qudah (2012) researched the dayof-the-week and month-of-the-year effects by using OLS and
GARCH models in the Amman Stock Exchange between 2002
– 2011 in their study and put forward the presence of January
effect.

Deviations from the mean (anomalies) were observed in the
stock returns in certain periods were observed in the national
and international studies. Having a look at the studies in the
literature, (Ercan, 1995) analysed the month effects of ISE by
using the BIST index daily data between January 1988December 1993 and observed that, in addition of the January
effect, June and September returns were higher compared to the
other months. Bildik (2000) carried out an investigation on the
daily index changing rates at ISE between 1988-1998 on a
monthly basis. January was observed as the month with highest
daily average returns and June, September and December
followed this respectively. It has been identified that the lowest
average annual returns were obtained in August and October,
March and July followed this respectively. Similarly, (Özmen,
1997) investigated the stock returns of ISE between January
1988-May 1996 in a monthly comparative way and it has been
identified that January had the highest return and October had
the lowest return. Branch (1977) and Dyl (1977) identified in
their own studies that the stocks generate higher returns in
January and this return is higher in small firms, this may be due
to the tax effect. Banz (1981) reached similar results supporting
the January anomaly. In the study of Karan and Uygur (2001),
10 portfolios with the returns of the period between 1991-1998
were formed in ISE with the days-of-the-week and January
effects and statistically significant Friday returns were

In the study of Aggarwal and Rivoli (1989), January anomaly
was observed in all countries except Philippines as a result of
12 year data between 1976-1988 in Philippines, Hong Kong,
Malaysia and Singapore Stock Exchanges and a high return
was obtained. Ho (1990) investigated the daily returns of the
stock exchanges of 12 countries (Australia, Hong Kong, Japan,
Korea, Malaysia, New Zealand, Philippines, Singapore,
Taiwan, Thailand, England, and the USA) covering the period
between January 1975 - November 1987 and it has been
identified that high returns were observed in January rather
than other months in the USA, Hong Kong, England, Malaysia,
Singapore and Taiwan. (Ege, Topaloğlu and Coşkun (2012)
investigated the January effect by using the monthly closing
price data of 2001-2011 by using the power rate analysis
method in the ISE 30 and ISE 50 indexes and identified the
existence of January effect. Agrawal veTandon (1994)
observed the January effect in 14 of the 18 countries where the
research was conducted and the lowest return month in 15
different countries was September. Lucey and Whelan (2004)
identified the January anomaly in the study conducted on the
Irish Stock Exchange. Having a look at the literature, abnormal
returns are not observed the the stock returns and active
markets are observed by the carried out studies. For example,
Atakan (2008), Çinko(2008) performed studies in Istanbul
Stock Exchange and no variations were observed in the January
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returns and the January effect was not identified. Similarly,
Küçüksille (2012) has tested the January effect and the January
effect was observed in XU100 and XUSIN indexes according
to the research results while it was not observed in the other
indexes. Horosan (2008) investigated whether the firm size is
directly proportional to the January returns by using 29736 data
of 118 businesses between 2000-2006 in ISE and observed that.
Hamarat and Tufan (2008) researched the Index returns of the
Tourism Sector by using the daily and monthly closing prices
of 1997-2005 in BIST. As a result of the study, days-of-theweek anomaly was observed and that the January anomaly was
not identified. Tunçel (2012) investigated the daily closing
prices of the periods 2000 – 2005 and 2006 – 2010 by using the
regression analysis in BIST 100 index and researched the
months-of-the-year effect. They found out that the months of
the year effect was not observed as a result of the obtained
findings. Yılancı (2013) research the Halloween effect in BIST
100 National Index and analysed the monthly closing prices of
the period 1990-2010 by the least squares method. As a result
of this study, the Halloween effect which suggests abnormal
increases in January stock returns was not observed.

G = Ln (P) t - Ln (P) t – 1

Data set and Method

 The 'Power Rate' which is used to measure the level of
efficiency of the markets is expressed by the formula
below.

In line with the purpose of this research, the presence of
'January' anomaly, as one of the most significant seasonal
anomalies in the markets of 10 key countries in the Middle
Eastern region, was tested. In this context, the required data set
was obtained by using ‘Datastream and Eikon’ program. The
countries examined in the context of this analysis and
benchmark index researching the anomaly are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Countries considered under analysis

………………………….

(1)

Here;
G = Rate of Return,
Ln (P) t = “t” the last transaction closing price of the period,
Ln (P) t-1 =“t-1” the last transaction closing price of the period.
 In the Power Rate Method, firstly “R j” and “R y” values
are calculated.
R j = (1 + January Return)12
R y = (1 + Annual Return)

………………. (2)
……………. (3)

“R j” value is calculated by taking the 12th exponentiation of
the relevant equation as one year contains 12 months, so the
problem of negativity of the “R j” value is eliminated by
allowing it to be non-zero positive value. If “R y”is value, the
returns of the months except January are calculated. Similarly,
the problem of negativity of the “R y” value is eliminated and a
non-zero positive value is obtained.

R j/ Ry

………………. (4)

The possible situations that may arise in this case are shown
below;
 If “R j” / “R y”= 1 , the January return is equal to the mean
of other months.
 If “R j” / “R y” < 1 , the January return is less than the
mean of other months.
 If “R j” / “R y” > 1 , the January return is more than the
mean of other months.
The rate must be greater than 1 to talk about the presence of
January anomaly. In the event that the “R j” / “R y”rate of
more than half of the number of periods in the indexes in terms
of periods and countries investigated in the study is above 1, it
is argued that the market is not active while the presence of
January anomaly is present.

In order to identify the presence of 'January' effect in the
Middle Eastern regions, in other terms in order to assess the
activity of country markets within the framework of Efficient
Market Hypothesis, the January anomaly has been research by
"Power Rate Method", developed by Anthony YanxıangGu
(2003). One of the most important reasons why this method is
preferred is that the January return and the analysed annual
return are opposite (Ege, Topaloğlu, & Coşkun, 2012). While
January provides negative (positive) return, the case that the
annual return is positive (negative) or both are negative can be
shown as an example. The methodology used follows a
sequence as follows:
 The monthly returns for each country and period are
calculated by using the formula below.

Findings and analysis
One of the calender anomalies, 'January Anomaly' is tested for
its presence in the leading 10 countries in the Middle East
market. Table 2 shows the average index returns of 10
countries from 2004 to 2014. For example, Turkey achieved
the highest annual return since 2009, while the lowest yield
occurred in 2008. On the other hand, Saudi Arabia's highest
return took place in 2005, while the lowest yield was observed
in 2008. Despite the difference in the years of the highest
returns among countries, the lowest return -with the effect of
the financial crisis- was observed in all the countries except
Amman in 2008. Also, the highest return was detected in
Turkey in 2014, the lowest return took place in Oman with 0,007.
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Table 2. Average index returns

Table 3. “Rj” Values

Table 4. “Ry” Values

Table 5. “Rj/Ry” Values
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The R j values found for all countries during the corresponding
time frame used for calculating Power Method are shown in
Table 3. For example, the highest January power rate in Turkey
in 2007 was 3.700, while the lowest January power rate was
determined as 0.273 in 2008 due to the global crisis. The
highest January power rate for Egypt was detected in 2012 and
the lowest rate was detected in 2011. After January power rates
were detected, the annual yield formed by the average yield of
the other months is found. In order for Ry values to be nonzero and positive, 1 is added to the average yields of other
months than January. The R y values calculated for all countries
taken into account in the context of the study are given in Table
4. As seen in the table, considering the highest and lowest
values of the average yields of the months other than January,
the highest values for Turkey and Israel were observed in 2009,
the lowest values were observed in 2008. As a matter of course,
2008 has been the year in which the lowest R y values were
observed for all countries. The power rates (Rj / Ry values) of
the relevant periods and countries are given in Table 4. When
this rate was equivalent to 1, the return of January was
observed to be equivalent to the average index means of the
other months, while, if this rate was higher than 1, January
anomaly was observed and the January return was observed to
be higher than the other months. Otherwise, if the rate was
lower than 1, the January return was observed to be less than
the average returns of the other months and it can be stated that
the January anomaly was not present and the market activity
can be referred. As seen in the table, this rate is 1 or more than
1 in only 5 of the total of 11 investigation years for Turkey and
Israel and the case is interpreted -due to the applied
methodology- as the presence of January anomaly is not
available in neither of the countries and the markets are active.
On the other hand, this rate was found 1 or more than one in
the countries in the Middle Eastern region (Egypt, Amman,
Kuveyt, Bahrain, Morocco, Oman, Saudi Arabia). In other
terms, the presence of January anomaly is not available in these
8 countries and the markets are not active according to the
Efficient Market Hypothesis.

RESULTS AND EVALUATION
According to the Efficient Market Hypothesis, investors and
other stakeholders in a market are behaving rationally, they are
running the price mechanism by analysing the current
information and the information reaching the market fast and
accurately, thus, it is not possible to obtain returns over the
market average by using the existing information. However,
time-bound, regular and predictable actions in price movements
may lead to anomalies in the reverse direction with EPH and
the rationality of investors. In this perspective, the frequently
investigated presence of January anomaly in the Middle
Eastern region (Turkey, Israel, Egypt, Amman, Kuwait,
Bahrain, Qatar, Morocco, Oman, Saudi Arabia) was intended to
be revealed for the 2004-2014 period by using the "Power
Rate" method. As a result of the performed study, the presence
of January anomaly was identified in 8 of the analysed 10
countries, and no predictable trends were observed in 2
countries (Turkey and Israel). In other terms, according to the
findings obtained in terms of the power rate used in Israel and
Turkey, the markets were observed to be active while the other
8 countries were concluded to be inactive in accordance with

the theory. Consequently, the existence of the market activity
was revealed in Turkey and Israel which have relatively more
advanced capital markets compared to other countries under the
assumption and prudence that as the capital markets develop,
the efficiency coefficient increases and it has been concluded
that the market participants could not find the opportunity to
generate above average returns by using different information
sets and data. In addition, the Efficient Market Hypothesis was
rejected in the countries except Turkey and Israel within the
context of the used model and data set.
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